Need for ethics support in clinical practice and suggestion for an Ethics Consultation Service: views of Nurses and Physicians working in Italian Healthcare Institutions
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Abstract

Introduction. Ethics Consultation Services (ECS) and Ethical Committees manage several aspects of clinical ethical issues. In Italy there are only Ethical Committees, and, although they should also perform ethical consultations, their activity is limited to approving clinical trial protocols.

Aim. To analyse the opinions of a sample of Nurses and Physicians about their motivations to ask for an ethical consultation.

Methods. A cross-sectional study was conducted on a sample of Italian Nurses and Physicians.

Results. Respondents would request ethical consultations mainly for end-of-life issues and, secondarily, for conflicts with patients’ families. Respondents identified the provision of suggestions for hospital policy, the development of ethical guidelines, and the counselling for individual cases requested by clinicians, patients or families as the most important functions of ECS.

Conclusions. ECS activities should focus on counselling and support to decisions in complex ethical situations according to institutional policies and guidelines self-developed.
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INTRODUCTION

The term “clinical ethics” concerns the approach towards patient care problems and bedside procedures in a context of medical technology evolution [1]. Ethics Consultation Services (ECS) first appeared in the USA in the 1970s and, in the following years, they have spread in all hospitals. Since the 1990s, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) has required hospitals to have a multidisciplinary Committee for addressing ethical issues in the healthcare field and assuming three main functions: i) providing individual case consultations for clinicians, patients, or patient’s families asking for them; ii) making ethical contributions to hospital policies and developing guidelines; and iii) educating Healthcare Professionals [2, 3]. Based on the North American experience, European Ethical Committees were also established and developed, and they currently provide Healthcare Professionals with support and advice on healthcare ethical issues [4, 5]. In 2001, the Clinical Ethics Network was organized in the UK to promote a deep debate on ethical issues in health care and to develop advice activities in health care facilities [4, 5]. Where ECS have been developed, they are organized differently from each other, either nationally or abroad even though with two organizational models being prevalent. The first model autonomously intervenes in ethical issues and orientates policy, whereas in the second type a team of experts provides case consultation services for certain clinical cases [6-8]. Even though the number of ECS has increased over the years, within facilities in which they operate some challenges in affirming their role still remain despite the growing requests for ethical advice by Healthcare Professionals [6, 9]. Notwithstanding the potential improvement of quality induced by ECS, the organizational variability could be a weakness in their development. Nevertheless, such question can be overcome by the definition of goals and interventions aimed...
At improving ECS processes and organization. Particularly, attention should be paid to interventions that increase ECS authority as well as to the recruitment and training of their staff, the identification of quality assessment methods, and the definition of shared policy and organizational guidelines [10-12]. The promotion of ethical support activities in healthcare can be fostered by focusing attention on models that meet and facilitate the needs of Healthcare Professionals and Institutions, emphasizing the culture of dialogue about the complexity of the situations that daily come to light in the healthcare practice [13]. Defining the potential expectations of ECS users can bring counsellors close to those who require their intervention and provide hospital governance with guidance to define ethics education programs. Identifying any discrepancies between the consultation supplied and users’ expectations may be helpful to assess the quality of ECS and to identify any barriers to their expansion [14].

In Italy, the Ethical Committees have been almost exclusively dealing with the authorization of clinical trials. Therefore, in 1997 the National Bioethics Committee emphasized the need to support Healthcare Professionals and patients, and highlighted the two functions of Ethical Committees, i.e. ethics in clinical and healthcare activities and ethics in biomedical research, that could be performed together [15, 16]. Nowadays, even though an Italian law [17] delegates tasks concerning the ethical field of healthcare activities to Ethical Committees, such as training of Healthcare Professionals and consultation activities [18-20], their activity in hospitals is mainly focused on approving clinical trial protocols [21]. Recently, the Italian National Bioethics Committee suggested again that both the two functions of Ethical Committees (i.e. ethics in clinical and healthcare activities as well as in biomedical research) could be performed by separate organisms and, furthermore, has highlighted the legislative void about these issues [22]. Nowadays, Italy is in the initial phase of the development of ECS, or rather the awareness of the importance of ethical support for Healthcare Professionals. The evidence on the frequencies of ethical issues in the healthcare field and attitude towards ethical counseling in a sample of Italian Healthcare Professionals has highlighted some prevailing factors [20, 23, 24]:

- high frequencies of ethically difficult situations in healthcare practice;
- limited use of ethical advice to deal with issues;
- limited specific education in ethics field;
- high willingness to use ECS.

Data drawn from a population of Nurses and Physicians underline a strong need for ethics support in healthcare activities for situations in which the respondents more frequently experienced ethical difficulties [23]. The objective delay of regulations and organizational strategies and the lack of institutional responses to the need for ethics support in healthcare activities suggest the urgency that the ECS be set up, considering the proposed organizational models and contents. In the years before the conduction of this study, cases of ethical conflicts occurred in Italy in healthcare came to the media limelight. Following these ethical conflicts, a draft Decree Law had been proposed to the Italian Parliament (the Calabrò decree, from the name of the proponent legislator) with the intention to eliminate the patients’ right to refuse treatment. However, this draft Law has never been approved, while a Decree Law has been recently approved [25] introducing the possibility to declare the power of disposition of each person about eventual healthcare treatments. Therefore, the core of this work focuses on how an ECS should be organized to be an autonomous organism, taking into consideration the contribution of the potential users (i.e. Healthcare Professionals) to define its competencies.

**AIM OF THE STUDY**

The aim of this study was to analyse the opinions of a sample of Nurses and Physicians about ethical dilemmas they had experienced during their practice to identify the ethical needs that could be addressed by ECS and the motivations leading to ask for ethical advice.

**METHODS**

**Study design and setting**

Between March and June 2014, a cross-sectional observational study was conducted distributing a questionnaire to all the healthcare workers of a Local Healthcare Authority in Abruzzo, a region of central Italy, comprising four general university hospitals with numbers of beds ranging from 40 to 317. This methodological choice allowed both to explore the opinions of many Italian healthcare workers about ethical issues and to identify the main themes about which professionals need help and clarification. Three of these hospitals offer ethically sensitive services, i.e. abortions, intensive therapies, oncological treatments, and palliative care. Moreover, in the biggest hospital organ transplants are currently performed. In the Local Healthcare Authority there are no ECS, but an Ethical Committee is available only for evaluating clinical trial protocols. A sample of 351 Nurses and 128 Physicians working in the four hospitals agreed to participate and was surveyed.

**The questionnaire**

A previously validated semi-structured questionnaire [24] was used for the data collection. It consisted of 21 items divided into five sections exploring the demographic and occupational characteristics, the knowledge in the ethics field, the experience with ethical issues, the propensity to use ethics consultation, and end-of-life issues. The first four sections of the questionnaire (13 items) were examined in this study. The fifth dimension assessed the opinions of healthcare workers regarding end-of-life issues, also including open-ended questions. The data collected through this section are currently being computed. In the present study, socio-demographic aspects, i.e. job position (Nurse or Physician), job qualification, educational level, work setting, age, gender, and years in practice were assessed through seven items. Knowledge in the ethics field was investigated using both the respondents’ self-perceptions, through a single item to which possible answers were “poor”, “good” or “very good”, and a specific multiple-choice
question requesting whether and how ethical issues had been deepened. Possible answers to this latter item included either “never deepened” or having attended any type of academic or continuous education about ethical issues, even including any current or previous direct involvement in Ethical Committees. Moreover, knowledge was indirectly investigated through the experiences lived during the clinical activities and the ethical consultations requested by respondents at any time in the past. The item investigating the ethics experience described nine situations that could happen in the healthcare practice. These situations investigated four potential areas of difficulty encountered in daily medical and nursing practice:

- “Patient decision making” (a patient’s inability to make decisions);
- “End-of-life” decisions and management (the appropriateness of choices in terminal patient care);
- “Conflicts” (conflicts with other members of the caring staff or with the patient’s family);
- “Fairness and accessibility” (care choices that are constrained by the scarcity of resources and facilities).

Response options ranged from 0 (never faced) to 3 (often faced) with total scores ranging from 0 to 27; according to scores, respondents were classified into three categories: Low experience (score <9), Medium experience (score 9-14), and High experience (score >14). Cut-offs were set based on the possible combinations of frequencies of experiences described, as also carried out by Hurts and colleagues in 2011 after having administered a similar validated questionnaire [26]. Therefore, knowledge concerning ethical issues was assessed based on four perspectives: subjective, assessing self-perceptions; objective, investigating whether and how ethical issues had been deepened; and indirect, assessing both the experiences lived in clinical activities and whether respondents had ever requested ethical counselling in the past. Although a great percentage of respondents reported a good perception of their level of knowledge, preliminary analyses revealed that this had not been achieved through a specific training or the request of information during counselling. Therefore, only the answers regarding the objective and the indirect perspectives were considered as categorization variables in the analyses. Indeed, those who had undergone specific training or had asked for counselling in the past were really few compared to those who reported a good perception of their knowledge [23]. After investigating their level of knowledge, the respondents were asked about any usefulness of seven types of advice in the ethics field that they would have needed in real situations encountered in their clinical practice (i.e. they were asked “Thinking back over the situations encountered, what kind of support would have been useful to you?”). These statements identified three macro-areas of support:

- clarification of issue (help in identifying the ethical aspects of the situation faced, support in weighing the possible consequences of healthcare choices);
- aid in problem solving (advice on alternative and more appropriate choices, information on rules and guidelines in the field of ethics, and obtaining reassurance from experts about the rightness of the choices);
- psychological consultation (psychological support to face difficult ethical situations, advice on how to communicate with the patient and/or family).

These statements were rated on a 4-point Likert scale for measuring the utility or lack of utility of receiving ethical advice (1: not useful; 2: useful; 3: very useful; 4: I do not know) and the answers generated categorical variables. Finally, future willingness to recur to ethics consultation in ethically sensitive situations and the reasons that could lead respondents to ask for ethical advice were assessed through two items (i.e. they were asked whether they would request for specific consultation if they had to face situations requiring ethical decisions and the reasons for which they would make use of an ethical consultation). The latter item included six statements grouped into three types of aid:

- professional support for ethical decision making (understanding ethical implications in healthcare activities and discussing with other professionals);
- help in avoiding and managing potential conflicts (behaving appropriately in conflicts with the patient’s family, finding suitable answers to terminal patient’s requests, understanding and avoiding legal problems);
- support to ease the emotional charge (getting psychological support in facing ethical problems).

Respondents were supposed to express their level of agreement with these statements through a 5-point Likert scale (from 1: strongly disagree to 5: completely agree), and the answers generated continuous variables.

Data regarding the usefulness of the seven types of advice proposed and the reasons for future use of ethical counselling were presented and analysed according to gender, role, whether having deepened ethical issues, level of experiences with ethical issues, and had asked or not for counselling in the past. Other factors, such as the work setting, years in practice, and self-perceived ethics knowledge were not considered as explanatory factors, because in this sample [23] and in literature [26, 27] they have not been found yet to be associated with the propensity to ask for counselling on addressing ethical issues.

**Ethical approval**

Research ethical approval was obtained from the professional Board of “Collegio Infermieri Professionali, Assistenti Sanitari e Vigilatrici d’Infanzia” (IPASVI), an Italian professional organization that represents the interests of Nurses. The Faculty of Medicine of L’Aquila Board also approved this research. The Hospital Ethical Committee and University Research Ethics Boards were consulted and noted that their ethical approval was not required for this type of data because this study did not interfere with the patients’ care and did not involve care facilities but, instead, involved only the Nurses and Physicians who voluntarily responded to an anonymous and self-administered questionnaire.

**Statistical analysis**

Descriptive analyses were performed for all the data. For this purpose, frequencies and percentages were calculated for discrete and nominal values. Continuous variables were summarized by means and standard de-
viations. The data normality distribution was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk test. The Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to compare average values in continuous variables while the χ² test was used for categorical variables. For all the analyses, a bidirectional test was used with a significance level of 0.05. All the data were analysed using IBM SPSS version 19.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS
A total of 479 participants completed the questionnaire; 351 (73.3%) were Nurses and 128 (26.7%) were Physicians.

The respondents’ characteristics are summarized in Table 1. As regard the four perspectives (subjective, objective, and the two indirect) according to which knowledge in ethical field was assessed, many Health Professionals (72.1%) acknowledged themselves to have a good level of knowledge; few respondents defined their own knowledge as “poor” (18.1%) and “very good” (9.6%). Therefore, since the categories “good” and “very good” were conceptually similar, the answers of the 3-point Likert scale were reduced into two categories such as “poor” and “good”. Moreover, the answer frequencies of the category “very good” were very low and the recoding of answers allowed to safeguard key information and avoid a useless fragmentation of the data. In particular, Nurses were found to have better judgement about their own knowledge than Physicians (subjective dimension), but more Physicians than Nurses stated having had specific training in deeper ethics issues (objective dimension). Nevertheless, a little more than half of the sample (66.6%) declared to have deepened ethical issues, though no one had ever been directly involved in Ethical Committees [23]. As regard the third dimension (the first indirect dimension), the mean level of experiences with ethical difficulties was 10.5 (SD 5.5) and the frequencies distribution among the three described levels of experience was:
- Low (0-8): 152 respondents (35.8%);
- Medium (9-14): 159 respondents (37.4%);
- High (15-27): 114 respondents (26.8%).

Both Nurses and Physicians reported a high frequency of ethically sensitive situations in their professional activities, even though Physicians experienced ethical difficulties more often than Nurses [23]. Finally, only 20.1% of the respondents had asked advice on ethical issues in the past (the second indirect dimension).

As regard the usefulness of the proposed three macro-areas of support and advice (clarification of issue, psychological consultation, and aid in problem solving), the answers of the 4-point Likert scale were reduced into three categories: “useful”, “not useful”, and “I do not know” because the categories “useful” and “very useful” were conceptually similar and the answer frequencies of the category “very useful” were very low. The results regarding such item are shown in aggregated form in Figure 1 and they have been stratified according to the respondents’ characteristics and to three dimensions of knowledge in Table 2. All the statements describing possible supports in faced ethical situations were acknowledged by more than 80% of the respondents as useful. Information on regulations and/or national ethics guidelines was referred as the support that would be more helpful, in particular by female respondents (p = 0.01), followed by advice on how to talk to the patient, which was indicated more frequently by both women (p = 0.04) and those who had never deepened their ethics knowledge (p = 0.04). Those who had asked advice on ethical issues in the past were more inclined to acknowledge the usefulness of several types of support than who had never requested an ethical counselling. This is confirmed by the great usefulness that the category “had asked counseling in the past” acknowledged to the consent of experts about the rightness of the choices (p < 0.001). Table 2 also shows significant differences about the acknowledged usefulness of a key intervention, i.e. the psychological support, between women vs men (p < 0.001), Nurses vs Physicians (p < 0.001), and those who had asked for counselling in the past vs those who had not (p < 0.001).
**Table 2**
Advice considered useful stratified according to the characteristics of the respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratification variables</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Have deepened ethical issues</th>
<th>Experiences with ethical issues</th>
<th>Have asked for counselling in the past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help in identifying the ethical aspects of the situation faced</td>
<td>89.9%</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>86.1%</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support in weighing the possible consequences of the decisions</td>
<td>87.1%</td>
<td>89.9%</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
<td>92.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice on alternative and more appropriate choices</td>
<td>86.6%</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>89.4%</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information on rules and guidelines in the field of ethics</td>
<td>92.0%</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
<td>98.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To obtain reassurance from experts about the rightness of the choices</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>82.4%</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
<td>87.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological support to face difficult ethical situations</td>
<td>72.0%</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>91.9%</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice on how to communicate with the patient and/or family</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>93.1%</td>
<td>89.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concerning future possibilities, 85.7% of the respondents declared to be inclined to ask for a specific consultation in ethically sensitive situations in the future. Their mean level of agreement with the proposed reasons for the use of ethical counselling always exceeded the value of 3.5, indicating good agreement (Figure 2). The difficulties concerning “end-of-life” situations received higher scores than other reasons for the respondents’ potential requests for ethics consultation, followed by conflicts with the patient’s family members. The lowest score referred to the propensity to recur to consultation for self-defence against eventual legal issues. Even though the overall mean level of agreement was high, its stratification according to the respondents’ characteristics and the dimensions of knowledge showed a higher mean level of agreement among the respondents with a higher level of experience in ethical issues compared to participants with a low or medium level of experience in ethical issues (p < 0.05), and among the respondents who had asked for counselling in the past compared to those who had not in regard to the majority of the statements (p < 0.05) (Table 3). Finally, the great importance that Nurses, more than Physicians, acknowledged to the psychological support to address ethical difficulties was further revealed (p < 0.001) (Table 3).

**DISCUSSION**

The results of this study confirm that both Nurses and Physicians frequently face ethically sensitive situations during their professional activities. Consequently, this finding highlights the urgency to establish ECS in Italy. This inevitably implies that the knowledge of
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Ethical issues and their correct management cannot be simply delegated to the individual initiative. Although a high percentage of the sample declared to have a good knowledge of ethical issues, a very low percentage of the respondents had actually attended a specific training. In this regard, the self-perception of knowledge in this work seems to be a “soft indicator” compared with the objective and indirect dimensions that were considered most reliable to outline the profile of potential users of an ECS. The importance of content knowledge about ethical issues and of the available instruments to face them was highlighted by the greater importance that the respondents who had asked for counselling in the past acknowledged to the potential activities of an ECS compared to respondents who had never requested counselling (Table 2). Therefore, a key role in raising awareness of the ethical dimension in healthcare practice can be played by education in ethics, which is often referred to as an ECS competency [14, 20, 28].

One aspect highlighted by the results of this study, investigated both as an aid that would have been useful in situations experienced in the past (Table 2) and as a potential demand for counselling (Table 3), is the need of psychological support, especially for Nurses. The comparison between the expectations of Physicians and Nurses regarding the services provided by ECS introduces a further element of analysis to the current debate, as highlighted in previous studies [20]. The high frequency of ethical difficulties in nursing care has already been documented, and some recurring issues have been highlighted [24]. A context characterized by moral distress caused by difficult relationships with the patients and their family and conflicts with other Healthcare Professionals due to poorly shared care choices has been widely described [18, 29-32].

Other specific issues were of particular interest for the overall sample, such as the counselling for “individual cases” about “end-of-life”, and advice regarding how to behave during conflicts with patients/families. In the literature, “end-of-life” cases are considered as the major reason to get ECS advice [6, 8, 9, 33]. Indeed, during these situations Healthcare Professionals must make decisions in a context of technological development and enhanced possibilities of therapeutic pathways that may conflict with the ethical dimension. Situations related to “end-of-life” can generate conflicts between healthcare providers and patients and/or their relatives [24, 33-35], especially in the case of disagreement with family’s demands of “medically inappropriate treatment” [24, 34, 36], also defined as “futility”. The “futility” aspect may create conflicts between family’s expectations on the care and Healthcare Professional’s decisions, often complicated by a lack of communication between them [8, 33, 35, 37-39]. Moreover, ethically difficult end-of-life situations exacerbate Nurse’s discomfort in facing patients’ suffering, appropriateness of treatment, and communication problems with relatives that can be worsened by the lack of specific training in the ethical field [2, 6, 8]. Ethical counselling during contrasts between Healthcare Professionals and patients or families could provide explanations to the patients and/or their families about the underlying reasons for clinical decisions related to the conflict, thus contributing to shared clinical decisions [29, 30]. Besides, it could improve the relationship between Healthcare Professionals and the patients/families focusing the attention on the communication [40].

Education should also play a role in supporting Healthcare Professionals: upgrading study curricula can provide Nurses with tools to deal with other Healthcare Professionals about healthcare choices and with experts about ethical difficulties. In this way, it is possible to create the conditions for overcoming the sense of powerlessness caused by both the perception of poor ability to affect complex ethical situations and a sense of inadequacy in the relationship with experts, aspects that can cause resistance to requesting counselling [2, 6, 8, 14, 18-20, 23, 24, 28-39, 41]. Moreover, the respondents, particularly those who had asked for counselling in the past and those with higher experiences with ethical issues, considered to have counselling to orient themselves in the ethical dimension of healthcare issues as more important (e.g. definition of the ethical aspects of healthcare situations, information on regulations and exchange of views with experts), thus delineating central competences for an ECS. This higher sensitivity to ethical issues also leads some Healthcare Professionals to have greater awareness than others about potential risks that may arise from not being able to recognize the ethical implications in clinical and healthcare decisions. Therefore, rather than being used as a legal shield to avoid legal problems, an ECS support model should help and reassure Healthcare Professionals in decision-making and raise their awareness of the potential ethical content of care [5].

In the technological healthcare reality, ECS, where they are spread, play a specific role in supporting decision-making by providing guidance for patient care. Along with the ECS spread and the growth in demand for their performance, especially by Healthcare Professionals, suggestions have been made for their organization, and competences that extend to the promotion of policy initiatives and training of ethical operators have been defined. Ethical counselling in the healthcare field is increasingly becoming a resource for healthcare systems with a recognized potential in the process of improving performance quality, especially for the dedication shown by Healthcare Professionals in dealing with increasingly frequent ethical difficulties [3-6] and in using ECS [8, 9, 13, 14].

The competences attributed to the ECS arise from both reflection on the current ethical challenges in healthcare and analysis of the demand for counselling for services that work in hospital facilities within the healthcare systems where ethics counselling has been established [34, 36].

The results presented here highlight the expectations of potential users regarding ECS competences from a twofold perspective, which were already identified by the Italian National Committee for Bioethics [22]:

- Healthcare Professionals’ perception of their need for ethical advice arising from their real everyday situations encountered in healthcare;
- motivations that are the basis of a potential demand for ethical support.
For both these perspectives, the responses given by the sample lead us to consider the following as the principal functions of ECS:

- to suggest hospital policy and develop ethical guidelines;
- to provide counselling activities for individual cases in response to questions from clinicians, patients, and family members.

The expectations of potential ECS users lead to a thought on the role and skills of counsellors and the process of their recruiting [14]. In particular, the need to determine the method for counsellor recruitment, which has to be based on specific experience and training requirements, continues to be one of the most critical issues in organizing ECS [6, 41]. In this regard, although mediating and not prescriptive attitudes are required to ECS in order to solve ethical problems, it should particularly deal with the definition, interpretation, and application of guidelines [27, 40]. Hence, working according to the best practice criteria is the way to develop and improve the quality of ethical debate, guaranteeing greater acknowledgement for the counselling activity and adequacy of the answers to Healthcare Professionals who request them. If the request for advice is not met, both the quality of care and the possibility of development and establishment of ECS within healthcare facilities may be compromised [6, 7, 14].

**STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS**

This study was carried out in a local context using a convenience sample. Therefore, the results are not generalizable to a national stage.

To our knowledge, this is the first Italian study in which Healthcare Professionals (Nurses and Physicians) were indirectly asked about the contents of potential requests of ECS starting from their experiences and opinions in ethical difficulties. The lack of ECS distresses Healthcare Professionals who often perceive the need for ethical consultation due to the increase of ethical difficulties encountered during daily clinical practice.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Studies on the presence of ethical difficulties in clinical and nursing activities are consistent in detecting the growth of ethically sensitive situations that Healthcare Professionals are faced with. Because of this emerging reality, health systems in many countries have promoted the spread of ECS in healthcare facilities. Therefore, stakeholders are currently discussing regarding the needs of potential users, the more appropriate types of performances to offer, the organizational models, and the regulatory systems. Reflection, however, besides relying on the debate and experiences of other countries and on recent indication of the Italian National Bioethics Committee [22], should consider the prospect of potential users who, more than others, can contribute to defining the competencies of an ECS. Expected performances should focus on counselling and support in clinical and healthcare decisions in complex ethical situations. However, this activity on individual clinical cases is desirable to be conducted under institutional policies and guidelines so that the Service should become a promoter. In this context, attention to recruitment and training of components is of fundamental importance. An ECS composed of experienced and authoritative members can provide a valuable tool to stimulate debate on the ethical dimension of care, promoting the training of Healthcare Professionals on these issues.

The ECS role could expand to define institutional solutions to ethical issues by providing input for organizational guidelines and putting itself as a service of policy proposition at local level. Thereby, it could represent the guarantor of quality standards in responses to ethically sensitive situations, supporting, not replacing, Healthcare Professionals and managers in care decisions. It is desirable that future research deepens the needs of Healthcare Professionals regarding to ethical issues, for example by performing focus groups. Possible organisational evolutions could be the development of ECS and task forces within healthcare authorities that could support and sensitize Healthcare Professionals.
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